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Study on democracy theory has been popular in political scholarship, but there 
are many divergences about democracy, maybe mainly because of the vague 
distinction between normative democracy and empirical democracy. If we get a 
dualistic perspective on ―substantive democracy‖ and ―procedural democracy‖, we 
could dispel doubts and obtain depth insight into democracy theory. So it‘s essential to 
research the connotation of procedural democracy, describing the full logic evolution 
process of procedural democracy: origination, birth, deepening, challenged, and new 
development. 
Substantive democracy and procedural democracy is a pair of categories, which 
root in the dualistic perspective on normative and empirical democracy. Substantive 
democracy is a normative democracy theory, which emphasizes the subject of 
democracy—people, and people‘s value, capability, dignity, and the people should 
exert sovereignty by direct participation for the ultimate aim of ultimate aim of 
personal autonomy and liberty. And democratic procedure is considered as ends but 
not means. By contrast, procedural democracy is an empirical democracy theory, 
seeing democracy as laws and institutions, regarding democracy as means of country 
governance and collective decision-making. Democratic procedure is the means to 
achieve "popular sovereignty", and the procedure itself implies justice, so it has 
independent value. The connotation of procedural democracy entangles with 
liberalism democracy, elitist democracy, representative democracy and also 
substantive democracy.  
The history of procedural democracy is as long as democracy theory itself, 
controversy between Plato and Aristotle initiated study of substance and procedure of 
democracy. Republicanism tied up with substantive democracy theory. Machiavelli 
emphasized public interest and political participation and subject status of citizens, 
but he also considered democracy as a protective tool of civil liberty, so the value of 
democratic procedure was highlighted. Rousseau is the earliest systematical 














republicanism theory, regarding democracy as ends consumingly. Classic liberalism 
regarded democracy as means of freedom, and developed crucial institutional 
democratic procedures: constitutionalism principle, procedure of check and balance, 
election and vote procedure, which highlighted procedural value of democracy. 
Utilitarianism also sees democracy as instrument of utility. Then we can perceive 
classic liberalism‘s contribution to procedural democracy. But liberalism democracy 
has still not indicated value of procedure itself, which stresses signification of 
procedure in the perspective of democratic substance.  
Schumpeter is the founder of procedural democracy, whose thoughts infected by 
elitism and Max Weber. Elitism such as Pareto, Mosca and Michels denied 
substantive democracy thoroughly, considering democracy as a tangible process, 
which enlightened Schumpeter significantly. Weber also took pessimism about mass 
democracy but not refused it at all, he combined democracy and bureaucracy, reduced 
range of democracy, transformed elitism to elitist democracy, impacting Schumpeter 
directly. On the base of elitism and Weber‘s thought and criticizing to classic 
democracy theory, Schumpeter advanced competitive elitist democracy theory, and 
refused normative value of democracy at all, seeing democracy as an institutional 
procedural arrangement to election political elites, which was the symbol of 
procedural democracy theory‘s naissance. This thought is a milestone in the 
evolvement of procedural democracy theory, but there are still shortages, mainly for 
ignoring normative value, simplifying mass political participation, distrusting the 
mass and magnifying elitists.  
Neoliberalists such as Hayek, Popper and Sartori retreated to tradition of classic 
liberalism again, believing freedom as ultimate value, so democracy was means for 
freedom, which was the deepening of Schumpeter‘s thought. As an economist, 
Hayek‘s democracy theory combines Schumpeter and neoliberalism politics 
philosophy. Popper justified freedom by criticizing rationalism, regarding democracy 
as institution and means of freedom, emphasizing restriction to democracy. Sartori 
developed Schumpeter‘s theory but not opposed normative definition of democracy, 














settle strain between normative and empirical democracy. These efforts made 
procedural democracy theory widely accepted, and became a mainstream democracy 
theory in the world. But significant drawbacks were till the ignorance of public 
participation and normative value, furthermore, democratic procedure itself got fatal 
flaw—―Arrow paradox‖, besides, it also neglected economical inequality, so 
procedural democracy theory faced challenges inevitably. 
Therefore, challengers took substantive democracy theory as weapon, denying 
defining democracy as institutional arrangement and means function, stressing 
normative value and public participation. Participatory democracy theorists such as 
Macpherson and Pateman didn‘t denying democratic procedure, but attached more 
importance to the value of equality, emphasizing public participation, attempting to 
construct the ―participatory democracy‖ paradigm to alternate liberalism democracy. 
Carl Cohen defined democracy as a social governance system, stressing normative 
value of democracy and public participation to justify normative democracy 
powerfully. Lummis advanced ―radical democracy‖ in the view of neo-Marxism, 
criticizing Schumpeter seen democracy as institutional arrangement, claiming 
retreated democracy to the essence of popular sovereignty, rectifying of democracy‘s 
name. Those critics hit Achilles‘ heel of procedural democracy theory, but 
constructive purport lacked, which can‘t alternate procedural democracy theory as a 
paradigm, however, these critics promoted procedural democracy theory more 
refined.    
Thanks to those critics, which made new procedural democracy theorists Robert 
Dahl and Habermas extracted nutritive elements, remedying those drawbacks in 
traditional procedural democracy, developing procedural democracy theory to a new 
stage. Dahl admitted normative value of democracy, and procedural democracy also 
contained substantive justice, which was a procedural democracy theory with 
normative presupposition. So he designed ideal standards about procedural democracy, 
but in reality, ―polyarchy‖ was the approximation, whose standards also corresponded 
to ideal procedural democracy. Habermas inherited Rousseau‘s popular sovereignty 














an equal intersubjective deliberative procedure, and legitimacy of policy not from the 
majority but the deliberative procedure. Compared with traditional representative 
democracy, the participation process was more perfect, transcending liberalism and 
republicanism. But compared with Dahl, his theory was more normative and 
idealization. Those thoughts combined with procedural and substantive democracy as 
a whole, which reached a new high on procedural democracy theory. 
To sum up, retrospect the evolution path of procedural democracy, in the view of 
logistic methodology, which is a dialogue of spanning space and time on the issue of 
normative and empirical value of democracy, although the strain is, and consciousness 
of democratic procedure awakening gradually, the ultimate trend is unification. If we 
want to evaluate substantive or procedural democracy properly, we should get a 
historical view. Under the background of history can reflect their historical position 
more relevantly and outline the developing trend of procedural democracy theory. 
Procedural democracy theory also gives important enlightens to the construction of 
contemporary Chinese democracy, which contributes to cultivate democratic political 
culture and design and implement of institutions to achieve ―popular sovereignty‖. 
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